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Abstract
The collimation of proton beams accelerated during ultra-intense laser irradiation of thin aluminum foils was measured experimentally whilst varying laser contrast. Increasing the laser contrast using a double plasma mirror system resulted in a marked decrease in proton beam divergence (20° to <10°), and the enhanced collimation persisted over a wide range of target thicknesses (50 nm–6 µm), with an increased flux towards thinner targets. Supported by numerical simulation, the larger beam divergence at low contrast is attributed to the presence of a significant plasma scale length on the target front surface. This alters the fast electron generation and injection into the target, affecting the resultant sheath distribution and dynamics at the rear target surface. This result demonstrates that careful control of the laser contrast will be important for future laser-driven ion applications in which control of beam divergence is crucial.
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1. Introduction

Utilizing laser-driven ion beams as compact sources for a number of technological applications has remained a key aim in the laser–plasma community since the development of high intensity (>10^19 W cm^-2) pulsed lasers. A significant amount of effort has been spent on optimizing the generation of multi-MeV ion beams with high brightness, low emittance and short pulse duration, resulting in a highly promising source for applications as diverse as ion beam radiotherapy for targeted cancer therapy [1, 2], medical isotope production [3], accelerator injectors [4], and ion-driven fast ignition

[Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal]
inertial confinement fusion [5]. The most thoroughly explored mechanism for laser-driven ion beams is sheath acceleration [6], in which the laser heated electrons drive plasma expansion from the target foil surface, accelerating surface ions and protons to high energies. There have been a number of recent studies on controlling the properties of the accelerated beams by implementing novel target designs, varying laser parameters or introducing post-target beam control. Recent review articles by Macchi et al [7] and Daido et al [8] summarize relevant progress in these areas.

It is well known that the properties of laser-driven ion beams are largely determined by the parameters of the drive laser; typically intensity, pulse duration and energy. As laser intensities have increased with the advent of chirped laser; typically intensity, pulse duration and energy. As beams are largely determined by the parameters of the drive progress in these areas.

one key parameter for laser-driven ion beams when considering their use for applications is the beam divergence from the source. Due to their inherent large divergence, despite a high number of particles accelerated per laser shot the achievable flux decreases rapidly away from the source, presenting a severe limitation for many applications. In this paper we experimentally demonstrate an enhancement in proton beam collimation by control of the laser contrast. Aluminum foil targets were irradiated at high intensity under both low and high contrast laser conditions, the latter being achieved with the use of double plasma mirror system [13]. The angular distribution of the laser-generated proton beam was found to be highly dependent on laser contrast. In conjunction with hydrodynamic and two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations we demonstrate that for the parameter range investigated, a change in the fast electron generation process due to the presence of the pre-formed plasma on the target front surface is the key factor in altering the proton beam emission profile.

2. Experimental set-up

The experiment was performed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the Astra Gemini laser which delivered up to 12 J of energy with a pulse duration of 50 fs. An f/2 off-axis parabola was used to focus the 800 nm, p-polarized beam on target with a 2.5 µm full width at half maximum (FWHM) spot diameter, yielding a peak intensity of $10^{21}$ W cm$^{-2}$. Approximately 35% of the laser energy was contained within the central FWHM. A fast diode was used to measure the level of ASE before the main pulse. The nanosecond intensity laser contrast (the ratio of the main pulse intensity to that of the nanosecond ASE) was found to be $\sim 10^9$ up to 1 ns before the main pulse. For some data sets higher contrast was required so a double plasma mirror system was used to increase the contrast by a factor of $\sim 10^3$. This was achieved by focusing the incoming laser beam, using an off-axis parabola, onto two plasma mirrors before re-collimating and delivering the beam on to target, as shown in figure 1. The combined reflectivity of the plasma mirrors was found to be 48%, resulting in a peak intensity on target of $\sim 5 \times 10^{20}$ W cm$^{-2}$.

A range of Al foil targets were used, with target thicknesses ranging from 50 nm to 20 µm. The targets were irradiated at 35° to target normal. Pre-heating and distortion of the target rear surface due to ASE and pre-pulse meant that targets thinner than 6 µm could only be irradiated with the addition of the double plasma mirror system. The targets were mounted in a 5 × 5 array on a rotating target wheel, permitting multiple data sets to be collected without breaking the vacuum of the interaction chamber.

The spatial profile of the proton beam along the target normal direction was diagnosed by a plastic scintillator (BC-408 [14]) that was placed in the lower half of the beam, approximately 8 cm from the interaction point.
120 × 60 mm, 400 µm thick scintillator was held in a light-proof assembly, together with an aluminized glass pellicle that was mounted at the front of the diagnostic in order to shield the scintillator from target debris and laser light. A scintillator energy observation window of 5–8 MeV was calculated using the ion stopping code SRIM [15], with lower proton energies and heavier ions being stopped by the protective pellicle. While the plastic scintillator is sensitive to a range of ionizing radiation, for the target thickness range being considered here, the scintillator signal due to electron and x-ray flux was found to be insignificant when compared to that of the proton signal. The scintillator fluorescence was collected and imaged onto a Princeton Instruments charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.

3. Experimental results

The first data set was collected under low contrast conditions, using two mirrors to bypass the plasma mirror system. Al targets were irradiated with target thicknesses of 6, 10 and 20 µm. For each target foil the divergence of the proton beam (within the 5–8 MeV observation window) was calculated by measuring the horizontal FWHM of the half beam as recorded by the scintillator. This assumes a certain degree of circular symmetry for the proton beam, or an axis of symmetry in the horizontal target plane. The behaviour of the scintillator beam profile diagnostic was benchmarked using a number of full beam reference samples that were recorded using a radiochromic film stack. If a clear measurement of the beam FWHM could not be made, due to the beam being only partly visible on the scintillator, then the data was excluded from the data set. This typically occurred when the target foil was not mounted exactly parallel to the target array surface.

The full cone angle for the 5–8 MeV protons was found to range between 16° and 28° for low contrast conditions. Figure 2(a) shows a typical beam profile under low contrast conditions, for a 6 µm Al foil. When the plasma mirrors were inserted, increasing the laser contrast by several orders of magnitude, a marked reduction in the proton beam divergence was observed over a range of Al foil thicknesses (figures 2(b)–(d)).

Figure 3 shows a plot of target thickness against beam divergence for Al foil targets for both high and low contrast laser conditions. The beam divergence was measured for protons with energies of 5–8 MeV. A number of data shots were taken for each target thickness and the mean values plotted.
of target thicknesses there is a clear trend of greater proton beam divergence with lower contrast (higher ASE intensity). While fluctuations in divergence are observed with varying target thickness for the low contrast data set, the divergence is almost constant over two orders of magnitude in target thickness at high contrast. Recent results by Bin et al [16] have demonstrated similar low divergence proton beams for ultrathin targets at high contrast. However the marked increase with beam divergence for thicker (µm) foils when the laser contrast is reduced indicates a clear change in the laser–plasma interaction physics.

Plotting the integrated CCD counts for the proton half-beams for both Al data sets, an increase in proton flux is seen with decreasing target thickness (see figure 4). The high contrast data is consistent with results from Neely et al [17] who saw a similar trend of proton flux with target thickness. For the low contrast data shots, which have been scaled to account for the higher energy on target, the proton flux is not observed to change significantly with the range of target thicknesses tested during the experiment.

4. Discussion and modelling

With the laser and target parameters being considered in this paper, in particular the large angle of incidence, the relatively thick targets and the laser polarization, it is expected that sheath acceleration of ions from the target rear surface will be the dominant method of ion generation normal to the target. A variation in beam divergence could be accounted for by either a deformation of the target rear surface prior to acceleration or a change in the fast electron heating in the laser–plasma interaction (LPI), which seeds the accelerating sheath field. At first glance the observed increase in beam divergence with decreasing laser contrast is consistent with similar results [11, 12], whereby a low temperature shock wave, induced by the rocket effect of the ASE ablated pre-plasma, is launched into the target. The shock wave propagates to the target rear surface where it deforms the initially flat accelerating surface (plastic-like acceleration) or, at sufficient shock pressures, induces premature plasma formation and expansion, thus inhibiting the sheath acceleration process at later times [10, 18].

However such effects would be expected to be strongly dependent on target thickness for a constant intensity (and hence ASE-driven shock velocity). The results presented here demonstrate little dependence on target thickness, with the thickest (20 µm) targets exhibiting a similar divergence angle to those of the thinnest (6 µm) under low contrast conditions.

To further elucidate our experimental results the one-dimensional (1D) radiation-hydrodynamic code HELIOS [19] was used to model the ASE-driven shock wave propagation in a number of target foils. Figure 5 shows a time evolution plot of target mass density for both the 6 and 10 µm Al target foils for an ASE intensity of $1 \times 10^{12}$ W cm$^{-2}$. For the thinnest (6 µm) Al foil the shock, travelling at a velocity of $8.7$ µm ns$^{-1}$, is seen to reach the target rear surface, whereupon a low velocity ($\sim 3$ µm ns$^{-1}$) cold expansion begins. While this would be sufficient to induce a small degree of target deformation in the 6 µm target for a 1 ns ASE duration, the shock would not be expected to reach the rear surface, and hence perturb the accelerating surface, for the thicker 10 and 20 µm Al targets. Indeed figure 5 shows that for the 10 µm Al foil, the shock does not reach the rear surface at the point of the main laser interaction (at 1 ns), hence the greater divergence seen in figure 3 for thicker targets at low contrast must be due to a different effect.

Since little change in divergence with foil thickness is measured, and the effects of rear surface shock deformation are predicted to be minimal, then the most likely candidate to account for the differences between high and low contrast shots is the pre-formed plasma at the target front surface. Previous studies have looked at the correlation between laser contrast (and hence pre-formed plasma on the target front surface) and laser energy coupling to fast electrons and ions. Figure 4 indicates that the number of protons produced, and hence laser coupling, was similar for 6 µm foils at high and low contrast. While it is generally accepted that laser absorption can be enhanced with the presence of an optimized pre-formed plasma on the target front surface [20–22] the effect on electron acceleration and injection into the target is not well understood.

Santala et al [23] noted that the fast electron generation mechanism, and subsequent injection profile, was dependent on pre-formed plasma scale length, $l$, (exponential, $n = n_0e^{-l/l_0}$), changing from Brunel-type resonance absorption for a steep density profile ($l \ll \lambda$, where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the laser) to the $j \times B$ mechanism for a moderate scale length ($l \approx \lambda$). However a number of publications have also reported the onset of a standing wave, stochastic acceleration mechanism [24, 25] that occurs in longer scale length ($l \gg \lambda$) plasmas when the reflected laser pulse overlaps with the incident pulse. Indeed this acceleration can occur in addition to the main interaction at the relativistic critical surface which is still mainly driven by $j \times B$ acceleration [21, 26–28].

To determine the effect of the front density scale lengths on electron heating and the resultant sheath accelerated ion beams...
in a regime relevant to this experiment. 2D PIC simulations were performed using the OSIRIS 2D3V PIC code [29]. The plasma was initialized in the simulation as fully ionized Al with a reduced density for numerical reasons \((n_{e,\text{max}} = 70n_c\) where \(n_c = 1.7 \times 10^{21} \text{ particles cm}^{-3}\), the critical density), with different target thicknesses (0.3–6 \( \mu \text{m}\)) and scale lengths on the front surface, with the maximum of \(l = 5\lambda\) being that measured from the HELIOS simulations for the low contrast case for a nanosecond pre-pulse. A thin proton layer was initialized on the rear surface to model the impurity layer that ionizes and forms the proton beams measured in the experiment (thickness \(d = 50 \text{ nm}\), \(n_e = 40n_c\)). A linearly polarized laser pulse (normalized vector potential \(a_0 = 7\) and 10, focal spot \(w_0 = 3 \mu\text{m}\), pulse length \(\tau = 35\text{ fs}\)) was incident at 35° and focused on the front of the target before the addition of a front scale length, which most accurately represents the focusing geometry in the experiment. The simulation box was 60 \(\times\) 128 \(\mu\text{m}\) with cell size 6 \(\times\) 8 nm, 25 macro-particles per cell for the electron species and 9 for the ion species. Convergence checks were performed at higher resolution and macro-particles per cell; although the cell size does not resolve the maximum density skin depth (\(\approx 3\) cells/skin depth), the absorption occurs in the pre-plasma where the density is lower. In a first set of simulations, the pre-expansion target size was fixed at 6 \(\mu\text{m}\) with a pre-plasma introduced in front of the target with \(l = 0.025\), 0.25, 1 and 5\(\lambda\) (with a corresponding reduction in thickness of flat top region to keep line density constant) with \(a_0 = 7\), and a further simulation with \(a_0 = 10\), \(l = 5\lambda\) to mimic the increased intensity due to no energy loss in the plasma mirror system and allow direct comparison with the experiment. Figure 6 shows the effect of the varying scale length on the fast electron properties during the LPI. At the smallest scale length, the \(j \times B\) mechanism is inefficient due to the short acceleration length in the underdense plasma, resulting in a very low temperature. As the scale length increases, \(j \times B\) heating becomes increasingly important, creating electron bunches at 2\(\omega\) centred along the laser axis for the shortest scale lengths. Increasing further to \(l > 1\lambda\), a more stochastic heating effect becomes dominant in which the electrons are heated to a higher temperature with a higher
laser–electron energy conversion efficiency (figure 6(a)), but with a significantly higher beam divergence (figure 6(b)). The effect of changing the intensity with a fixed $I = 5\lambda$ shows a similar angular distribution shifted to higher electron temperature and number related to the higher intensity and energy in the pulse. Although divergence angle of the final proton number depends on laser intensity for fixed conditions [16], the strong variation in electron angular distribution arising from plasma scale lengths is a key factor in determining the final angular divergence of the accelerated proton beam.

Two key parameters in determining the properties of the accelerated proton beam are the hot electron temperature, $T_{\text{hot}}$, and number density, $n_{\text{hot}}$, at the rear surface of the target. Although both $n_{\text{hot}}$ and $T_{\text{hot}}$ increase for higher laser intensity and increasing scale length, $n_{\text{hot}}$ at the rear surface depends also on the electron beam divergence angle and the longitudinal distance between the LPI and the rear surface. Indeed, considering the beam properties from figure 7, the hot electron density, and therefore peak electric field, at the rear surface can be larger for a lower intensity but with a short scale length, despite the decrease in both coupling efficiency and electron temperature.

To proceed with a comparison to the experimental data, we consider an example ‘high contrast’ case (i.e. short scale length) ($a_0 = 7, l = 1/4\lambda$) and ‘low contrast’ ($a_0 = 10, l = 5\lambda$) case. Figures 7(a) and (b) shows the spatial profile of the magnitude of the accelerating sheath field, $E_m$, along the rear surface after the peak of the acceleration for each case at three different times in the simulation. The sheath field typically points normal to the curvature of the electric field, which is tied to the position of the proton front. The final spatial profile of the field (and also the expanding proton species, whose front mirrors that of the field) is markedly different in the two cases. For the low contrast case the curvature, is significantly lower, and protons from a significantly larger transverse region on the rear surface are accelerated by the sheath, whereas for the high contrast case, the initial high electron density in a localized region results in a field that is strongly peaked on axis with only the protons within a few focal spots accelerated to the highest energies.

Figure 7(c) shows the maximum longitudinal accelerating sheath field on the rear surface of the target as a function of time both on- and off-axis at the rear surface (peak of field at centre of expansion, and $+3W_0 (\approx 10\mu m)$ away from the...
Figure 8. (a) Integrated proton energy spectra over all the particles in the simulation box at the end of the simulation for different target thicknesses for the ‘high contrast’ case, and (b) the angular divergence distribution of all protons $>5\text{ MeV}$.

centre, as shown in figures 7(a) and (b). Despite the increased coupling to the electron species for the longer scale length and higher intensity, the peak electric field along the centre of expansion is smaller for the higher intensity, long scale length interaction. However, due to the increased beam divergence and energy coupling to the electrons, the off-axis electric fields are significantly higher, resulting in a larger acceleration region on the rear surface. Furthermore, the field at $t_{\text{sim}} > 300\text{ fs}$ is significantly lower for the high contrast case, reflecting a shorter acceleration time due to the initial smaller coupling, as the hot electrons quickly spread out over the rear surface. This short acceleration time imprints itself on the final divergence of the proton beam at the end of the simulation ($t_{\text{sim}} = 450\text{ fs}$), shown in figure 7(d). The high contrast case shows a more collimated beam, albeit with longer wings. In addition, the beam is consistently bent slightly away from target normal towards laser axis [12] by around $\approx 3^{\circ}$ due to sheath asymmetry related to the laser-axis direction acceleration by $j \times B$ heating. This pointing was not clearly reproduced via the experiment, likely due to the predicted deviations being on the order of the angular uncertainty in the positioning of the target angle.

In comparison, the longer scale length target shows a less collimated beam more evenly distributed around target normal.

The divergence of the proton beam arises from the curvature of the sheath profile during the acceleration, resulting in the accelerating field pointing away from the original target normal direction [30]. However, crucially for the short scale length case, the initial rapid acceleration phase followed by the rapid reduction in accelerating field means that energy gain mostly occurs before the target significantly deforms. In comparison, for the low contrast case the higher field at late time, when the sheath field exhibits an increasingly curved spatial profile, imprints itself via an increased proton divergence. Note that the 2D simulations here will underestimate the diffusion of the hot electron population across the rear surface, which will further enhance the variation in $n_{\text{hot}}$ at the rear surface, and should therefore both enhance the difference between low and high contrast, and also result in larger divergences for both cases more comparable to those seen in the experiment.

Another feature of the experiment was a significant increase in flux for decreasing target thickness when using the plasma mirrors, whilst maintaining the same amount of collimation (see figures 3 and 4). For a fixed fast electron injection angle, the resulting electron density at the rear surface would scale inversely with target thickness. It follows that a higher electron density would drive a stronger sheath field and hence result in a higher peak proton energy and total proton flux. To investigate the effect of a decreasing target thickness and its impact on the flux and the divergence of the accelerated proton beam, we performed a further series of PIC simulations in which the target thickness was varied between 0.3 and 6 $\mu\text{m}$ while keeping the front density scale length constant, with laser and scale length conditions otherwise matching the short scale length high contrast case above.

The resultant proton beam energies are shown in figure 8(a), demonstrating an increase in maximum energy and accelerated proton number towards the thinnest targets. Experimental data for the maximum proton energies observed for the high contrast data set have been published by Prasad et al [31]. While the maximum energies seen in these latest simulations are higher than that seen experimentally, the trend of decreasing energy with increasing target thickness is consistent. The lower energies seen experimentally could be accounted for by the limited sensitivity of the diagnostic to the relatively low flux at higher energies.

Inspection of the electron energy distribution shows that as expected, $T_{\text{hot}}$ remains the same over the range of target thicknesses. The characteristic acceleration time of the proton species stays the same, but the peak field becomes significantly higher with reducing target thickness, resulting in a higher maximum energy and proton flux. As the rear surface field
diffuses across the rear of the target on the same time-scale regardless of the target thickness, the increased curvature of the sheath profile for the thinnest targets does not significantly increase the beam divergence, which remains broadly constant over the thickness range, as seen in figure 8(b), replicating the experimental results.

5. Conclusions

Measurements of proton beam emission from Al foils of varying thickness have been made when irradiated by an ultra-high intensity, short pulse beam under high and low contrast conditions. A decrease in beam divergence, from approximately $20^\circ$ to $<10^\circ$, was measured when the laser contrast was increased through the use of double plasma mirrors. Measurements of the laser ASE together with hydrodynamic simulations indicate that this increase cannot be attributed to ASE-driven low temperature shock-induced deformation of the accelerating surface at the rear of the target. 2D PIC simulations show that the observed results are instead attributed to the presence of a significant plasma scale length, on the order of $5\lambda_s$, on the target front surface. This additional plasma significantly alters the absorption of the laser at the critical surface and enables additional electron acceleration mechanisms not present under high contrast conditions.

Simulations demonstrate that without the use of plasma mirrors, a long scale length plasma on the target front surface leads to a higher energy electron beam being injected into the target with a larger characteristic injection angle. This subsequently leads to higher electric fields over a larger area of the target rear surface that are sustained for a longer period. As a result a larger fraction of proton acceleration occurs at later times when curvature of sheath front is significant, hence the observed proton beam divergence would be larger. With plasma mirrors in place, $j \times B$ dominated electron acceleration leads to a higher but more localized electron density at the rear surface, driving a rapid phase of proton acceleration that occurs before the target has time to deform significantly, resulting in a noticeably more collimated proton beam.

The experiment and simulation results also show that as the target thickness drops below $6\mu m$ the increase in fast electron density has a significant effect on the resulting proton beam, increasing both the maximum energy and total beam flux without adversely affecting the degree of beam collimation. It is clear that careful control of the laser contrast not only permits the use of ultra-thin targets for ion acceleration, but can noticeably reduce the observed proton beam divergence. This important result is of direct relevance for many future laser-driven ion applications, for which control of ion source characteristics is a key challenge for proof-of-principle experiments.
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